7th Grade Spelling Lists

2011-2012 School Year
Week of September 6-9

1. abuse
2. accord
3. ache
4. actual
5. adjustment
6. admire
7. addressed
8. acre
9. according
10. abstract
11. abroad
12. account
13. addressing
14. admission
15. ability
16. accepted
17. accounting
18. adjust
19. admit
20. accident
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Week of September 12-16

1. admitted
2. balanced
3. cabbage
4. damaged
5. eager
6. factor
7. gallop
8. abandon
9. balloon
10. cabinet
11. data
12. earnestly
13. farewell
14. generally
15. acceptance
16. basis
17. campaign
18. definite
19. economics
20. faculty
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Week of September 19-23

1. handled
2. importance
3. jewel
4. kitchen
5. landscape
6. machinery
7. naked
8. handkerchief
9. imagination
10. journal
11. liable
12. magnificent
13. naturally
14. obligation
15. genius
16. icicles
17. laboratory
18. mathematics
19. necessary
20. occasional
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Week of September 26-30

1. oblige
2. paid
3. quality
4. rapidly
5. salesmen
6. talent
7. umbrella
8. particular
9. qualified
10. reality
11. sacrifice
12. temperature
13. unfortunate
14. vacancy
15. warrior
16. patronage
17. receipt
18. schedule
19. temporary
20. unusually
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Week of October 3-7

1. valuation
2. weapon
3. yourselves
4. adopted
5. banquet
6. caution
7. declaration
8. echo
9. yield
10. accompanied
11. beautifully
12. calendar
13. deceive
14. editorial
15. February
16. vacancies
17. wholly
18. acknowledge
19. bough
20. colonel
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Week of October 10-14

1. failure
2. garment
3. happened
4. impossible
5. journey
6. kindergarten
7. language
8. magazine
9. glorious
10. harmony
11. immortal
12. judgment
13. literacy
14. majority
15. nervous
16. obvious
17. descend
18. elaborate
19. fraternity
20. glimpse
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Week of October 17-21

1. natural
2. observed
3. paragraph
4. quietly
5. reasonable
6. sandwiches
7. terrible
8. underwear
9. occasions
10. patience
11. quarrel
12. receiver
13. saucers
14. tobacco
15. unusual
16. variety
17. heartily
18. illustrate
19. leisure
20. merchandise
Week of October 24-26

1. venture
2. weight
3. youngster
4. advantages
5. beautiful
6. celebrated
7. deducted
8. electric
9. whether
10. accomplished
11. beginning
12. catalogs
13. decision
14. embroidery
15. fierce
16. gracious
17. official
18. physician
19. recognize
20. seize
Week of October 31-November 4

1. faithfully
2. gathering
3. happiness
4. inclined
5. judging
6. knowledge
7. laughter
8. maintain
9. hatred
10. impression
11. literature
12. marvelous
13. niece
14. officials
15. patient
16. quantities
17. tragedy
18. acquire
19. capacity
20. distinction
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Week of November 7-11

1. neglect
2. occupation
3. parcel
4. quite
5. receive
6. satisfaction
7. territory
8. unite
9. reception
10. scarcely
11. tongue
12. universal
13. vegetables
14. whence
15. accurate
16. benefit
17. eliminate
18. flourish
19. gratitude
20. ignorance
Week of November 14-18

1. valuable
2. wealthy
3. advising
4. beneath
5. chalk
6. defective
7. elevator
8. fashion
9. boundary
10. ceiling
11. definition
12. emergency
13. foreign
14. gradually
15. heir
16. inclusive
17. liability
18. mysterious
19. precisely
20. recommended
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Week of November 21-23

1. generation
2. headache
3. included
4. junior
5. knives
6. lawyer
7. manual
8. neighborhood
9. jealous
10. luncheon
11. maturity
12. nonsense
13. opportunity
14. peasant
15. refrigerator
16. scholarship
17. sentiment
18. theory
19. utilize
20. vague
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Week of November 28-December 2

1. occupied
2. patterns
3. quotations
4. reckless
5. Saturday
6. theater
7. usually
8. various
9. wholesale
10. tremendous
11. university
12. veil
13. weighted
14. anxious
15. bouquet
16. character
17. description
18. appreciation
19. commissioner
20. distinguished
Week of December 5-9

1. angel
2. blizzard
3. Christmas
4. destination
5. encourage
6. figuring
7. government
8. horrible
9. enormous
10. fortunate
11. grammar
12. hesitate
13. individual
14. locality
15. multiplication
16. numerous
17. enthusiastic
18. fraternity
19. institution
20. luxury
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Week of December 12-16

1. industrial
2. justified
3. league
4. manufactured
5. nephew
6. operation
7. permission
8. reduction
9. opposition
10. personality
11. regularly
12. scientific
13. separated
14. terribly
15. urgent
16. vigor
17. mechanical
18. occurred
19. perceive
20. regretting
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Week of December 19-23

1. scene
2. theme
3. unexpected
4. vital
5. whistle
6. attached
7. brief
8. citizen
9. appreciate
10. brilliant
11. challenge
12. desperate
13. establishment
14. foliage
15. hesitate
16. instinct
17. specifications
18. tragedy
19. voucher
20. wrought
Week of January 4-6

1. departure
2. entertainment
3. fixtures
4. gossip
5. museum
6. orchestra
7. physical
8. religious
9. association
10. conception
11. hospital
12. interview
13. laundry
14. sincerely
15. mischief
16. triumph
17. unpleasant
18. violence
19. inquiries
20. practically
Week of January 9-13

1. historical
2. inquire
3. justice
4. lecture
5. session
6. treasury
7. anchor
8. briefly
9. despair
10. Intelligence
11. mature
12. neither
13. ounce
14. photograph
15. Christian
16. delicious
17. eventually
18. frequently
19. enthusiastic
20. peculiar
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Week of January 16-20

1. reflection
2. secretary
3. situation
4. guardian
5. heir
6. inferior
7. interfere
8. locally
9. artificial
10. cordially
11. themselves
12. Thursday
13. volumes
14. Wednesday
15. military
16. original
17. performance
18. republican
19. distribution
20. exceptionally
Week of January 23-27

1. nickel
2. objections
3. pickles
4. political
5. administration
6. breathe
7. chocolate
8. difficulties
9. professional
10. scheme
11. regarding
12. reputation
13. selection
14. serious
15. alligators
16. columns
17. electrical
18. functions
19. specifications
20. vicinity
Week of January 30-February 3

1. suggestion
2. vital
3. thoughtful
4. whisper
5. grieve
6. honorable
7. interior
8. materially
9. adjourned
10. controversy
11. supervision
12. transaction
13. wonderfully
14. youngster
15. ordinary
16. percentage
17. procession
18. reference
19. doctrine
20. extension
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Week of February 6-8

1. agreeable
2. bananas
3. confusion
4. discovery
5. residence
6. sleigh
7. tailor
8. tonsils
9. immediate
10. license
11. attempting
12. blossoms
13. conversation
14. district
15. revenue
16. spiritual
17. threaten
18. victim
19. intelligence
20. particularly
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Week of February 13-17

1. dramatic
2. educational
3. forwarded
4. geography
5. agricultural
6. bracelet
7. compensation
8. discussion
9. resistance
10. statistics
11. established
12. furniture
13. grief
14. humanity
15. ambassador
16. cafeteria
17. experienced
18. governor
19. separately
20. tournament
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Week of February 20-24

1. independent
2. lightning
3. misery
4. pronounce
5. inhabitant
6. previously
7. resolution
8. subscription
9. authorities
10. beauteous
11. instructions
12. minister
13. prettiest
14. regarded
15. investigation
16. prosperous
17. respectively
18. succession
19. consequence
20. decaffeinate
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Week of February 27-March 2

1. respectable
2. satisfaction
3. theme
4. unexpected
5. superintendent
6. audience
7. chemistry
8. dignity
9. croquet
10. chandelier
11. reverse
12. shoulders
13. transit
14. vice-president
15. supreme
16. auditorium
17. circumstances
18. disposition
19. employees
20. cholesterol
Week of March 5-9

1. answered
2. borrowed
3. clipping
4. deduction
5. especially
6. graduation
7. intelligent
8. military
9. excessive
10. drudgery
11. assembly
12. business
13. combination
14. describing
15. exceedingly
16. gymnasium
17. intervals
18. muscle
19. possibility
20. deferential
Week of March 12-15

1. expression
2. features
3. groceries
4. inventory
5. organization
6. positively
7. registration
8. shield
9. pursuit
10. hacienda
11. extensive
12. freight
13. height
14. introduction
15. ornament
16. presume
17. requirements
18. sincere
19. remembrance
20. hallucination
Week of March 19-23

1. lettuce
2. missionary
3. national
4. ownership
5. tradition
6. alfalfa
7. bicycle
8. concrete
9. supplement
10. isometrics
Week of March 26-30

1. patterns
2. regulation
3. seconded
4. terror
5. continually
6. disappointment
7. evidence
8. favorably
9. accustomed
10. paunchiness
11. profitable
12. religion
13. senior
14. thirteen
15. cultivate
16. duplicate
17. exclusive
18. furious
19. applicant
20. perspiration
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Week of April 2-6

1. aviator
2. budget
3. consigned
4. disagreeable
5. invitation
6. precious
7. reverence
8. superior
9. condemn
10. quotient
11. automatic
12. conquer
13. document
14. envelope
15. itemized
16. promptness
17. reindeer
18. structure
19. courtesy
20. reciprocal
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Week of April 16-20

1. foundation
2. fuel
3. graduate
4. honestly
5. absence
6. alligators
7. assignment
8. carriage
9. extremely
10. sepulchral
11. funeral
12. fortune
13. groceries
14. horror
15. absolute
16. applications
17. commercial
18. institute
19. principles
20. sturgeon
1. influence
2. lightning
3. medium
4. neglected
5. democratic
6. expensive
7. heir
8. instances
9. reign
10. vanquished
11. international
12. listening
13. medicine
14. ninety
15. despise
16. expectation
17. impulse
18. mistress
19. sensible
20. virtuoso
Week of April 30-May 4

1. opera
2. pertaining
3. proposed
4. reliable
5. opinion
6. persuaded
7. received
8. severe
9. straightened
10. capillary
11. oversight
12. procure
13. purpose
14. requested
15. opposite
16. premium
17. relieved
18. society
19. wretched
20. congenial
Week of May 7-11

1. aspirin
2. dignity
3. satisfying
4. humorous
5. eloquent
6. weird
7. securities
8. brilliance
9. shriek
10. fortissimo
11. bachelor
12. criticize
13. allotment
14. sauerkraut
15. synonyms
16. colossal
17. rebellion
18. neutral
19. seize
20. mononucleosis
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Week of May 14-18

1. accessory
2. beneficial
3. calendar
4. deceased
5. embroidery
6. facial
7. genius
8. horizontal
9. instinct
10. nylon
11. admission
12. bruise
13. character
14. decision
15. essential
16. fiery
17. gracious
18. humanity
19. infallible
20. parachute
Week of May 21-25

1. piccolo
2. circular
3. persuasion
4. amateur
5. disguise
6. surgeon
7. erosion
8. colloquial
9. vinegar
10. stigmatization
11. peninsula
12. physician
13. proficient
14. qualify
15. reliance
16. scholar
17. shrewd
18. syrup
19. celestial
20. nuisance
Week of May 29-June 1

1. achieve
2. apiece
3. believable
4. ceiling
5. concert
6. diesel
7. fierce
8. fiery
9. frontier
10. neighborhood
11. rein
12. relieve
13. review
14. seize
15. shriek
16. weird
17. wield
18. wiener
19. windshield
20. yield